Hong Kong Cultural Literary History
the university of hong kong faculty of arts - aalu - the university of hong kong faculty of arts master of
arts in literary and cultural studies programme (2019/2020) ... field of literary and cultural studies. the
curriculum shall normally extend over one academic year of full-time study or two academic years of part-time
study. master of arts in literary and cultural studies - hku - the university of hong kong faculty of arts
master of arts in literary and cultural studies credit unit statement the master of arts in literary and cultural
studies curriculum consists of core course, elective courses and a capstone experience (dissertation or
portfolio/individual project). the the university of hong kong faculty of arts - hong kong culture,
independent cinema, chinese diaspora, eco-criticism, literary and cultural theories, world literature, and
postcolonial theories dr. victor fan, lecturer in film studies, department of film studies, kcl (research interest:
shanghai cinema in the 1930s, chinese and comparative film theory, hong kong cantonese the university of
hong kong libraries - b) as a centre for the promotion of hong kong literary arts and literary research - to
cultivate public interest in creative writing and literary research, to encourage and promote literary writing, to
preserve hong kong literature, and promote cultural exchange; c) as a source of enjoyment for the profitable
use of leisure hong kong's cultural identity reflected in jackie chan's ... - hong kong's cultural identity
reflected in jackie chan's films. yajuan ding 1969- ... hong kong's cultural identity has been frequently reported
by the mass media and discussed in literary and academic works in the past decades. in addition, it has been
the main theme of different forms of arts and ... post-doctoral fellow (ref: pdf/lcs/0319) department of
... - department of literature and cultural studies ... applicants should have a doctoral degree in literary studies
or a related discipline. this post is ... of hong kong, 10 lo ping road, tai po, new territories, hong kong. the
completed application form, together with full cv, should be sent to the human resources office by email ...
comparative literature and cultural identity - literary process is a part of the cultural process and cannot
be torn away from it" (bakhtin 1986, 140) is most relevant for my discussion. however, if the very existence of
literature can be defined city university of hong kong - cityu - about common and diverse cultural bodies
of knowledge in the chinese and asian context, and 2) to impart a critical cultural literacy that enables
students to reflect upon cultural practices and to communicate them effectively. 2 2. course intended learning
outcomes (cilos) ... hong kong; the chinese university press, 2002. application no. : the university of hong
kong master of ... - the university of hong kong, pokfulam, hong kong ms. carmen luk (tel. no. 3917 2760)
programme committee for m.a. in literary and cultural studies school of humanities (department of
comparative literature) room 9.58, 9/f, run run shaw tower centennial campus the university of hong kong,
pokfulam, hong kong shuang shen department of comparative literature and asian ... - conference on
“literary and cultural translations in china, hong kong, and taiwan during the cold war” (lengzhan shiqi
zhonggangtai wenxue yu wenhua fanyi. humanities research center, lingnan university. march 6-7, 2015. "the
dreamworlds of a cold war city: hong kong and its geopolitical imaginary." “pacific rim cities” talk series.
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